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Pulse Compression Favorable Thermal Wave
Imaging Techniques for Non-Destructive

Testing and Evaluation of Materials
Ravibabu Mulaveesala , Vanita Arora, and Geetika Dua

Abstract—This article highlights the application of pulse
compression favorable Frequency Modulated Thermal Wave
Imaging (FMTWI) technique for testing and evaluation of
Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP). The concept
of InfraRed Image Correlation (IRIC) has been introduced
to reconstruct the correlation fringes for the pulse com-
pressed data obtained from the matched filter approach
to detect the flat bottom hole defects in a CFRP speci-
men. Further, comparison has been made with the acquired
phasegrams using frequency and time domain based data
processingapproaches.Obtained results clearly demonstrate
the strengths of the proposed IRIC based post-processing
scheme in providing the spatio-temporal correlation fringes
for thermal Non-Destructive Testing & Evaluation (NDT&E) of CFRP materials.

Index Terms— Carbon fibre reinforced plastic, correlation fringes, frequency modulated thermal wave imaging,
non-destructive testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

CARBON fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) materials are
being increasingly used in modern aerospace, automo-

bile, civil, electrical, electronic and mechanical engineering
industries due to their high strength to weight ratio. However,
various defects can occur in composites during the manu-
facturing or in-service phase which reduces their mechanical
performance. Therefore, rigorous Non-Destructive Testing &
Evaluation (NDT&E) method is demanded to assure the struc-
tural integrity of composites.
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Currently, various NDT&E methods have been employed
to identify defects in fibre reinforced composites such as
ultrasonic testing, eddy current testing, and radiographic test-
ing. These techniques are well studied in literature and are
established for the quality control of composites. Nevertheless,
each method has its own advantages and limitations to adopt
for inspection of fibre reinforced plastics. Active Thermal
Wave Imaging (TWI) techniques are now extensively used
for the health monitoring of composite materials used in
various industrial applications [1]–[3]. This is because of
their inherent testing capabilities (such as full-field, fast and
remote inspection). Conventional active optical TWI test pro-
cedure involves the application of modulated thermal stimulus
onto the test material using optical heat sources such as
halogen lamps, LASER etc. This causes a thermal pertur-
bation over the surface of the test specimen and induces
thermal waves inside it. As the thermal waves propagate
inside the specimen by diffusion, the thermal distribution
over a defective area differ from that of the sound causing
temperature gradients over the specimen. The resultant ther-
mal response over the specimen is recorded by an infrared
camera and is analyzed to evaluate surface and sub-surface
anomalies. To improve the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio for
enhanced resolvability of the sub-surface defects, various
post-processing methods have to be employed on the captured
data [4]–[12].
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Depending on the type of external thermal stimulus used
to generate thermal waves, widely used optically stimulated
thermography methods are classified as Pulse Thermogra-
phy (PT) [4], [5] and Lock-in Thermography (LT) [6]–[8].
PT is a simple and fast thermographic technique that uses
a short-duration high peak power pulse to induce the ther-
mal waves into the specimen. Very short duration pulses
(ranging from few milliseconds to a few seconds) are typically
employed, depending on the specimen thermal properties
and its thickness. The recorded thermal response over the
specimen is recorded and is used to reveal the defects inside
the test material. The main limitation of this approach is
the requirement of high peak power heat sources for the
inspection of thick specimen. Also the obtained thermal dis-
tribution for PT, is not only influenced by hidden defects
but also affected by surface emissivity variations and non-
uniform heating. Further, the high peak power heat sources
may cause damage to the specimen under test. Whereas, Lock-
in thermography (LT) works on the principle of application of
periodically modulated heat input onto the test specimen at
a certain fixed frequency using considerably low peak power
heat sources. Further, unlike PT, LT utilizes the phase images
to reveal the information regarding the sub-surface defects.
Since phase images are less sensitive to non-uniform heating
and surface emissivity variations over the test specimen which
helps to detect the deep defects inside the test specimen.
Even though LT requires moderate peak power heat sources
and the retrieved phase information enables the sub-surface
defect detection with higher SNR, as LT uses mono-frequency
thermal excitation over the specimen which limits the depth
resolution to a fixed value [12]. In order to locate defects
located at various depths inside the test specimen, it demands
repetition of the test at different frequencies, which makes it
a time consuming process. In order overcome the limitations
limited resolution of LT and surface emissivity variations as
well as non-uniform heating effects of PT, Pulse Phase Ther-
mography (PPT) was introduced [9]–[11]. PPT even though
combines the advantages of LT and PT but still the requirement
of high peak power heat sources is a limitation to detect the
deep defects inside the test sample.

To overcome the above said limitations of the conven-
tional thermographic techniques, the present experimental
work focuses on a non-periodic pulse compression favourable
thermal excitation technique named as Frequency Modulated
Thermal Wave Imaging (FMTWI). This technique makes
use of the advantage of non-periodic thermal wave excita-
tion composed of a chosen band of frequencies in a single
experimentation cycle based on thermal properties of the test
specimen and its thickness [12]. Hence, this method facilitates
complete depth scanning, enabling defect detection at different
depths in a single run.

Further among various conventional data-processing
approaches such as frequency domain phase, thermal
signal reconstruction, principal component analysis, recently
proposed cross-correlation based time domain analysis scheme
utilizes the potential capabilities of energy concentration in
time to improve the test resolution and sensitivity even with
usage of moderate peak power heat sources in a limited span

of experimentation time [13]–[15] in comparison with the
conventional pulse and lock-in-thermographic techniques.
This article highlights the capabilities of the temporal
correlation fringes obtained from the time domain based
matched filter based data processing scheme for the detection
of sub-surface defects in a CFRP specimen using the
infrared image correlation fringes and compares the detection
capabilities with conventional phase approaches [16]–[20].

II. THEORY

For a given incident heat stimulus, heat diffusion through
a solid is not only influenced by material thermal properties
but also the anomalies present within it. This leads to tem-
perature gradient over the specimen surface with respective
to the sound region. The resultant thermal data for a given
frequency modulated thermal stimulus is described by Fourier
one-dimensional heat diffusion equation in the absence of any
heat source and sink as follows [12]:

∂2T (x, t)

∂x2 = 1

α

∂T (x, t)

∂ t
(1)

where T(x,t) is the temperature at a given spatial location
x and at a given time t and α is the thermal diffusivity
of the specimen. The obtained steady-state solution for a
linear frequency modulated thermal wave propagating through
a semi-infinite solid is expressed as follows [12]:
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where T0 is the maximum temperature, f is the initial
frequency, B is the bandwidth and τ is the total duration
of excitation. Penetrating thermal wave gets attenuated as it
propagates through the specimen. The depth at which the
energy of wave decays to 1/e times of its surface value is
called thermal diffusion length and is given by [12]:

μ′ =
√

α

π
(

f + Bt
τ

) (3)

Here B/τ is the frequency sweep rate of a linear frequency
modulated signal, which specifies the rate of change of fre-
quency with time. The relation between diffusion length and
bandwidth of the applied heat stimulus determines complete
depth scanning by employing a suitable frequency range in a
single run. If the frequency sweep rate (B/τ) [15] is kept zero,
then the diffusion length equation becomes similar to that of
the diffusion length for lock-in thermography.

A. An Overview on Active Thermographic Excitation
Signals

This section gives a quick overview of basic thermal exci-
tation schemes widely used for active infrared thermogra-
phy along with the associated signal processing approaches
for testing and evaluation of sub-surface defects. Various
non-periodic and periodic thermal excitation schemes have
been discussed in terms of defect detection sensitivity and
resolution. Further, emphasis has been given to correlation
based post-processing approach to achieve better sensitivity
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and test resolution for detecting the sub-surface defects located
at various depths inside the test specimen.

Let a sinusoidal modulated incident heat flux generates a
similar temperature distribution over the test specimen with
reduction in amplitude, significant time delay and a mean raise
in temperature during the heating period. Let’s consider the
temporal temperature distribution obtained at a given spatial
position over the test specimen be s(t) (results due to the
exciting incident heat flux) by neglecting the mean raise during
the active heating is expressed as [13]–[15]:

s (t) = a (t) .cos[2π fct + ϕ (t)] (4)

where t is the time [s], a(t) is the amplitude, fc is the carrier
frequency [Hz] and ϕ(t) is the phase of the sinusoidal function.
The argument of sine in equation (4) is the phase function�(t)
of the signal and it is given as:

�(t) = 2π fct + ϕ(t) (5)

If ϕ(t) is a continuous time function, the time derivative of
the phase can be expressed as the instantaneous frequency fi :

fi = 1

2π

d�(t)

dt
= fc + 1

2π

dϕ(t)

dt
(6)

From equation (5) it can be seen that the phase modulation
function has to be a non-linear function of time, since any
linear term can be combined with a carrier frequency. If the
amplitude a(t) varies slowly compared to the instantaneous
frequency fi , |a(t)| represents essentially the envelope of the
temporal temperature distribution.

The Fourier Transform of the s(t) (Figure 1 (a)) is denoted
as S( f ) (Figure 1 (b)), f is the frequency [Hz]. s(t) and S( f )
are related through the Fourier integrals [13]–[15].

S( f ) =
∫ +∞

−∞
s (t) .e− j2π f t dt

s (t) =
∫ +∞

−∞
S ( f ) .e j2π f t d f (7)

The energy (E) [J] of the temporal temperature signal
response is given by:

E =
∫ +∞

−∞
[s(t)]2dt =

∫ +∞

−∞
|S ( f )|2 d f (8)

where the second part of the equation is obtained by Parseval’s
equation.

Substituting equation (4) in equation (8), we obtain

E = 1

2

∫ +∞

−∞
[a (t)]2dt

+ 1

2

∫ +∞

−∞
[a (t)]2cos{2 [2π fct + ϕ (t)]}dt (9)

For narrow band signals, in general the frequencies con-
tained in the function a(t) and ϕ(t) are small compared to the
carrier frequency fc. In this case, the second integral represents
the oscillation of a sine under a slowly varying envelope and
is essentially zero. Then, the energy can be approximated
by [13]–[15]:

E ≈ 1

2

∫ +∞

−∞
[a (t)]2dt (10)

Fig. 1. Schematic of (a) sinusoidal imposed excitation (b) frequency
response of the mean removed recorded temporal temperature distrib-
ution over the specimen and (c) the auto-correlation profile of the mean
zero temporal temperature distribution.

This result shows that as long as the phase modulation does
not distort the signal envelope, the signal energy is not altered.
The auto-correlation function is defined by the integral:
Rss (τ ) =

∫ +∞

−∞
s (t) s (t − τ ) dt =

∫ +∞

−∞
|S ( f ) |2ei2π f τd f

(11)

The auto-correlation shows how different a signal is com-
pared to its shifted version as a function of the time shift τ .
The maximum occurs when τ = 0 (Figure 1 (c)) and is equal
to the signal energy:

Rss,max|τ=0 =
∫ +∞

−∞
[s (t)]2dt = E (12)

B. Complex Notation of Narrowband Excitation Signals
The excitation and the corresponding temperature responses

in active thermography in practice are real; however the com-
plex notation offers advantages particularly in expressing cor-
relation integrals. The matched filter response for the obtained
thermal profile is the key factor in this work, computed with a
suitable post-processing approach using correlation integrals
for the aperiodic thermal wave imaging methods such as
frequency modulated thermal wave imaging. Therefore, the
use of complex notations is much more convenient.
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Since the spectrum of the real signal is symmetric around
the zero frequency, an equivalent but simplified notation is
a complex signal that has no zero frequencies and double
the amplitude of the positive frequencies. A complex signal
is called analytic if the spectrum consists of only positive
frequencies. This is possible when the real and imaginary parts
of the signal form a Hilbert pair. Let

ψ (t) = μ (t) .e j2π fct (13)

be an analytic signal, whose real part is equal to the modulated
signal in equation (4), μ(t) is a complex function with magni-
tude |μ(t)| and phase φ(t), usually referred to as the complex
envelope, and combines amplitude and phase modulation:

μ (t) = |μ (t)| .e jφ(t) (14)

The real waveform is derived as the real part of the complex
signal:

s (t) = Re {ψ (t)} = |μ (t)| .cos[2π fct + φ (t)] (15)

If 
( f ) and M( f ) are the Fourier Transform of the analytic
signal ψ(t) and the complex envelope μ(t) respectively,
the Fourier Transform (FT) of equation (13) yields

M ( f ) = 
 ( f + fc) (16)

Thus, the frequency spectrum of the complex envelope is
the shifted spectrum of the signal with a carrier frequency
removed. When the real signal is narrow band, the conditions:

a (t) ≈ |μ (t)| , ϕ (t) ≈ φ(t) (17)

are satisfied and the analytic complex signal is derived from
the real signal simply by substituting the cosine with an
exponent. Note that the resultant signal (sometimes referred
to as exponential signal) will not be strictly analytic, if the
fractional bandwidth of the real signal is so high, that the
spectrum of the exponential signal falls over the negative
frequencies.

Using the second part of equation (8) and the fact that

( f ) = 2S( f ) for positive frequencies, the energy can now
be written as [13]–[15]:

E =
∫ +∞

−∞
|S ( f )|2 d f =

∫ ∞

0
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2
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2

∫ ∞
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2

∫ ∞

−∞
|μ(t)|2 dt

= 1

2

∫ ∞

−∞
|M ( f )|2 d f (18)

The equality sign in the later part of equation (18) is exact,
as opposite to the approximation in equation (10). This is
another indication that going from real to the complex notation
is only an approximation. In the rest of the analysis, it is
assumed that the exponential signal is a good approximation of
the analytic signal, an assumption that it is reasonable for the
relatively narrow band signals that can excite the heat source.

C. Correlation Integrals
In a similar manner to the definition given in equation (11),

the complex auto-correlation of ψ(t) is given by:

Rψψ(τ) =
∫ +∞

−∞
ψ (t)ψ∗ (t − τ ) dt

=
∫ +∞

−∞
|
( f ) |2 e j2π f τd f (19)

Using equation (13) and equation (16), the auto-
correlation function can be expressed as a function of
modulation [13]–[15]:

Rψψ (τ) = e j2π fcτ

∫ +∞

−∞
μ (t)μ∗ (t − τ ) dt

= e j2π fcτ

∫ +∞

−∞
|M( f )|2 e j2π f τd f (20)

In an imaging system, the displayed quantity is the enve-
lope of the signal. The envelope of the real auto-correlation
function is the matched-filter response, and it is in fact the
inverse Fourier transform of the modulation’s energy density
spectrum |M( f )|2:

Env {Rss (τ )} = 1

2

∣∣Rψψ(τ)
∣∣ = 1

2

∣∣∣∣
∫ +∞

−∞
μ (t) μ∗ (t − τ ) dt

∣∣∣∣
= 1

2

∣∣∣∣
∫ +∞

−∞
|M( f )|2 e j2π f τd f

∣∣∣∣ (21)

Figure 2 sketches the application of equation (21) in the
estimate of the auto-correlation envelope of a single-carrier
pulse of duration T (Figure 2 (a)). In the absence of modula-
tion, μ(t) is a real-valued rectangular window. The modulus of
its FT M( f ) is a sinc function (Figure 2 (b)), and the inverse
FT of a sinc2 function is the triangle function (Figure 2 (c)).

D. Applicability of Correlation Integrals for Some of the
Widely Used Excitation Signals in Active Thermography

This section deals with the applications of correlation
integrals for widely used transient and steady-state active
thermographic methods. The most popular active infrared ther-
mographic techniques are pulse thermography [4], [5], lock-in
thermography [6]–[8], pulse phase thermography [9]–[11] and
frequency modulated thermal wave imaging [18]–[29]. Among
these methods, except PT, the adopted popular post-processing
approach is the frequency domain phase extraction in order to
detect sub-surface defects in the test specimen. The results
obtained from this approach are insensitive to surface emis-
sivity variations and non-uniform heating over the specimen
in addition to its deeper depth of penetration.

In general, phasegrams are reconstructed by applying the
FT onto the captured thermograms during the experimenta-
tion. These phasegrams obtained at a particular frequency
are used for detection of sub-surface defects. Due to the
adopted frequency domain reconstruction process, the total
supplied energy is redistributed to the individual frequency
components. This disintegration of the supplied energy to
individual frequency components under consideration, lim-
its the applicability of the frequency domain data analysis
schemes. In addition to this, phasegram obtained at a particular
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Fig. 2. Schematic of (a) pulse shaped imposed excitation (b) frequency
response of the captured temporal temperature distribution recorded
over the specimen and (c) the auto-correlation profile of the temporal
temperature distribution.

frequency limits the test resolution due to its fixed probing
wavelength. These limitations can be overcome by considering
the time-domain data processing schemes.

Among the most widely used time-domain data processing
schemes, this work concentrates mainly on matched filter
based analysis. It is clear that the widely used thermal
excitation schemes such as lock-in thermography (sinusoidal
(Figure 1 (a)) and pulsed (pulse and pulse phase thermogra-
phy) thermographic techniques (Figure 2 (a)) do not provide
the energy concentration (compressed pulses) after correlat-
ing the temporal temperatures responses captured over the
test specimen with respect to a chosen reference tempo-
ral thermal response (Figure 1 (c) and Figure 2 (c)). So the
correlation approach currently adopted to these conventional
thermographic techniques is not really superior. The presented
work mainly concentrates on pulse compression favorable
thermal excitation schemes rather than conventional thermal
approaches.

The matched filter approach [13]–[15] adopted in the
present work is correlation based post-processing data analysis
scheme. Due to its merits, such as, results obtained from this
approach are immune to random noises generated during the
experimentation such as multiplicative noises (non-uniform
illumination, emissivity variations over the specimen surface)

Fig. 3. Schematic of (a) frequency modulated imposed thermal exci-
tation (b) frequency response of the mean removed captured temporal
temperature distribution over the specimen and (c) the auto-correlation
profile of the mean zero temporal temperature distribution.

as well as the additive noise generated in the detection
process.

Figure 3 (a) shows the linear frequency modulated thermal
excitation used to drive the heat sources in pulse compression
favourable active thermography (with frequency varying from
0.01 Hz-0.1 Hz (Figure 3 (b)) for a duration of 100 s) and its
corresponding normalized auto-correlation (pulse compressed)
thermal response. It’s clear from Figure 3 (c) that the obtained
auto-correlation function concentrates the supplied energy into
a narrow duration high peak power pulse which improves
the test sensitivity and resolution. This approach is more
prevalent in radar, sonar to enhance the range resolution with
improved sensitivity even in a noisy environment. It allows the
imposed heat flux using moderate peak power heat sources
and produces the resolution and sensitivity similar to the
results obtained with narrow duration high peak power impulse
excitation.

The following two data-processing schemes are employed
on the temporal thermal response obtained from equation 2 at
a given spatial location.
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Fig. 4. Data processing to obtain frequency domain based phasegrams.

Fig. 5. Data processing to obtain time domain based phasegrams and
correlation coefficient images.

Fig. 6. (a) top and cross-sectional views of the experimental CFRP
specimen (all dimensions are in mm), (b) shows the experimental set up.

1) Frequency Domain Based Analysis Scheme [9], [10]: In
this approach, 1-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is
carried out on the captured temporal temperature response of
each pixel T (xi ,t) (where xi is the index in the thermal image
sequence) in the field of view as mentioned below:

F (u) = 1

N

∑N−1

n=0
T (xn, t)e

[ − j2πuxn
N

]
= R (u)+ j I (u) (22)

where R(u) and I (u) are the real and imaginary components
of F(u) respectively. The phasegrams are then reconstructed
by using the real and imaginary components as follows:

∅ (u) = tan−1
(

I (u)

R (u)

)
(23)

2) Time Domain Based Analysis Scheme [18]–[24]: In this
approach, Hilbert Transform (HT) is used to extract correla-
tion coefficient and time domain based phasegrams from the
captured temporal temperature distribution as follows:

H (t) = 1

π

∫ ∞

−∞
T (xr , τ )

t − τ
dτ (24)

where T (xr ,t) is chosen sound (non-defective region) reference
thermal signal. The cross-correlation coefficient is computed

Fig. 7. Mean-removed image sequence. (a)–(c) show the stack of
mean-removed thermal images obtained for a duration of 8.75 s for three
different cross-sectional slices.

by using Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) given as:
Correlation coef f icient = I F FT

{
T (xr , ω)

∗T (xi , ω)
}
(25)

where T (xr , ω) and T (xi , ω) are the Fourier transforms
of the chosen (non-defective region) reference response and
temporal thermal response at a given location respectively.
The time domain phase of the thermal wave signal is then
reconstructed as:

θ = tan−1

(
I F FT

{
H (ω)∗ T (xi , ω)

}
I F FT

{
T (xr , ω)

∗T (xi , ω)
}
)

(26)
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Fig. 8. Frequency domain based phasegrams. (a)–(c) illustrate the
stack of frequency domain phasegrams within the frequency range of
0.01-0.018 Hz for three different cross-sectional slices.

III. TEST SPECIMEN AND EXPERIMENTATION

To test the defect detection capabilities of the proposed
technique, a CFRP specimen of size 36×110 mm is taken into
consideration. The specimen contains three circular shaped flat
bottom hole defects of 5.50, 6 and 7.5 mm radii kept at a
depth of 1.8 mm from the front surface of the specimen having
6.8 mm thickness, as shown in Figure 6 (a).

A linear chirp heat stimulus with frequencies varying from
0.01 Hz to 0.1 Hz for 100 s duration, is imposed onto the
specimen with the help of two heat sources delivering a
power of 500 W each as shown in Figure 6 (b). The resultant

Fig. 9. Time domain based phasegrams. (a)–(c) show the time domain
phasegrams for a duration of 8.75 s for three different cross-sectional
slices.

temporal temperature response is captured at a capturing
frequency of 20 Hz for duration of 100 s using a FLIR SC
5500 high-speed, science grade 14-bit infrared camera, which
has a 320 × 256 resolution.

The mean raise in the recorded thermal data during
the active heating is removed using a suitable polynomial
fit. To enhance the defect signature, frequency and time
domain based data-processing schemes are employed on the
mean-removed thermal data.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 7 (a)-(c) show the stack of mean-removed ther-
mal images obtained for a duration of 8.75 s for three
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Fig. 10. Correlation coefficient image sequence. (a)–(c) show the
correlation coefficient images for a duration of 8.75 s for three different
cross-sectional slices.

different cross-sectional slices whereas Figure 8 (a)-(c) illus-
trate the stack of frequency domain phasegrams within
the frequency range of 0.01-0.018 Hz for three different
cross-sectional slices.

Figure 9 (a)-(c) show the time domain phasegrams for a
duration of 8.75 s for three different cross-sectional slices.
The correlation coefficient images for a duration of 8.75 s
for three different cross-sectional slices are depicted in
Figure 10 (a)-(c). The obtained spatio-temporal correlation
fringes from the pulse compressed reconstructed temporal
thermal sequence clearly illustrates the effect of the depth of
defects and its dependency on the number of fringes.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, a linear Frequency Modulated Thermal Wave
Imaging (FMTWI) technique is experimentally demonstrated
on a CFRP specimen containing flat bottom circular shaped
holes defects. This technique has shown its potential com-
plementary nature to that of the conventional pulsed and
lock-in thermographic NDT techniques as it can scan the entire
specimen in a single experimentation cycle using relatively
low peak power heat sources. The introduction of pulse com-
pression based spatio-temporal data-processing scheme helps
in providing infrared image correlation fringes to visualize
the hidden defects in the CFRP test specimen. Experimental
results presented in this article demonstrate an unprecedented
degree of defect detectability using infrared image correlation
fringe based analysis and the results compared the results with
conventional phase based approaches.
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